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New nitride materials have been developed using high-pressure apparatus. Recent

theoretical studies anticipated that some new nitrides will realize the “superior hard

materials” and “small environment impact semiconductors” whose properties exceed the

current materials.

Tungsten carbide (WC) has been used as typical ultra-hard material for cutting tools for

many years. We are developing a high-pressure synthesis technique for realization of new

nitrides such as δ-WN and TaN (WC-type) whose properties are expected to overwhelm

the WC. Furthermore, “small environment impact semiconductor” has also been

developed using an improved high-pressure technique.

Advanced Research Topics

・Synthesis of new nitrides using metathesis reaction under high-pressure.
The metathesis reaction is a generic term of the exchange reaction represented as AB+CD→AC+BD.

In the synthesis of nitrides, the combination of alkali- (earth) nitrides reagent and metal halides are
regularly selected to proceed the nitridation in the metathesis reaction. In this research, the metathesis

reaction is conducted under several GPa as indicated below for one instance.

①ZnF4＋SnF2＋Li3N＋”reaction inhibitor”→ ZnSnN2＋LiF＋”reaction inhibitor”
The “reaction inhibitor” is an additive by which the reaction rate can be adjusted as suitable pace. We

are developing the reaction inhibitor and introduce to synthesize new nitrides. As a result, we newly

synthesized a ReN2 and synthesized a single phase W-N compounds such as δ-WN、h-W3N4.
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 δ-WN and TaN were developed for new ultra-

hard cutting tools using a improved high-

pressure technique.

 The “small environment impact semiconductor”

such as ZnSnN2 was synthesized under high-

pressure.

Issues for technology transfer

 A realization of superior cutting tools whose

properties exceeds WC and of easy manufacture

of difficult-to-cut materials such as CFRP.

 A realization of “small environment impact

materials”
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